EDITOR’S NOTE

SPECIAL JOURNAL ISSUES ON GREY LITERATURE IN 2022

Since 2005, The Grey Journal is the flagship journal for the international grey literature community, which in itself comprises multiple and diverse communities of practice in this field of information. Each carries out research and publishes results in a host of document types such as preprints, conference papers, policy statements, etc. Most often they are open access compliant.

The Grey Journal now in its 17th volume has on occasion included special issues alongside its regularly published Spring, Summer, and Autumn issues. Starting with the 18th volume, The Grey Journal under the editorial management of GreyNet International actively welcomes special issues submitted by organizations and institutions involved in the field of grey literature.

The benefits of publishing their work in The Grey Journal are significant and warrant the recognition given to articles in established and licensed journals that are abstracted and indexed by professional information services. These are guarantees to the authors and researchers that their work will gain greater access, citation, and statistical feedback.

Further, when enriched metadata alongside digital persistent identifiers such as the DOI, ORCID, ROR, and Funder ID are added to their work, they acquire a ranking status afforded publish journal articles. For more information, contact journal@greynet.org.
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